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HD ANALYST MANUAL
Scripts
Greeting

o Hello, this is the IT Help Desk, [your name] speaking. How may I help you today?
o [customer reply]
o Are you calling about a previously reported trouble?
Standard Questions

Irate Customer
Last update: October 10, 2001

"I am sorry your trouble was not resolved to your satisfaction. I will escalate your trouble
to the Help Desk Manager for immediate attention. He will call you shortly."

Referral
If the trouble cannot be resolved on the telephone, thus requiring a referral to another IT
resource, the customer must be clear on what they can expect next.
"I will escalate your trouble to a higher support level. Someone will contact you within [x depends on the SLA] hours."

Referral: Password Reset
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For all requests to reset a password, use the following script.

"Your password will be reset as soon as possible, but no longer than two hours"
Response to Out of Hours Trouble Report

If an IT team member receives a trouble report from a customer during non-business
hours (before 8 AM, after 5 PM), they should @@
Response to Oral Trouble Reports

If an IT team member receives a trouble report from a customer via the telephone, or in
person, they should@..
Generic Customer Update

The following script is recommended for use by Tier II and III resources for providing
updates to customers after the initial SLA.
"I am working on the problem and will call you when I have more information, or you may
call me at extension XXXX."

Referral: HD Update to Customer
The following script is recommended for use by HD Analysts for providing updates to
customers prior to the expiration of the initial SLA (when Tier II or III has NOT contacted
customer).

"Hi, this is [your name] from the IT Help Desk. I am calling regarding ticket number XXXX
/brief description of trouble]. We continue to work on this problem, but it has not been
resolved. You will continue to be provided regular status on this trouble"
Timbuktu Remote Control Session Request
"I would like to use our Remote Control tool to access your PC. If you have sensitive
documents open, please close them before we initiate this session."

Customer Callback: Customer Answers the Phone
Last update: 7/9/01

If the customer answers the phone, use the following script:
"This is [your name] from the IT Help Desk. I am calling regarding ticket number xxxx,
which was reported on [date]. (Provide a brief description of the problem) I want to
confirm that the problem was resolved to your satisfaction, and that you are satisfied with
the manner in which the trouble was handled."

Customer Callback: Voice Mail Message
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If you get the customers voice mail, leave the following message:
"This is [your name] from the IT Help Desk. I am calling regarding ticket number xxxx,
which was reported on [date]. (Provide a brief description of the problem) I want to
confirm that the problem was resolved to your satisfaction, and that you are satisfied with
the manner in which the trouble was handled. If you are not satisfied, please call the Help
Desk at x4357 and explain that your call is in reference to ticket number xxxx"
Paging Script for High Priority Referral

The following information must be included on pages to Tier II or III:
o Ticket Number
o Brief description of trouble
o SLA call back time
Trouble Call is a New Request(can paraphrase)

"The Help Desk telephone support line is for reporting troubles with existing equipment or
software. Requests - for new service, changes or deletions - must be sent via e-mail to
the IT Requests mailbox."

Close Out

Trouble Ticket Process
Opening a Ticket

All customer and internal support efforts must be entered as a ticket in Netkeeper.
1. Ask the caller if they are calling regarding an existing trouble call.
o If they are, search for the existing ticket by selecting Service Calls, List Service
Calls from the drop down menu

2. To open a new ticket, select the Telephone icon on the top of the screen.
3. Select the Address button to enter the customer contact information
4. If the customer is not in the database, select the Contact pull-down menu and then
select New Contact to add the customer to the database (refer to the Netkeeper Training
Manual for detailed instructions).
5. Select the Request from the SolutionsKeeper database (see below)
6. Select the Priority, which is based on IT Service Level Agreements (SLA)
7. Enter the Due Date/Time, which is based on the SLA
8. Select the Request Type by clicking on the button to the right of this field
9. If the trouble is resolved, follow the procedures below for closing a ticket.
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10. If the problem cannot be resolved on the telephone, click the Queue button and select
the appropriate queue (see detailed procedures below).
11. Click the OK button to end this ticket
Trouble Ticket Guidelines
Last update: October 9, 2001

1. REQUEST window: All tickets must use a Request selected from the SolutionsKeeper.
o

o

o
o

o

Select the Request button on the trouble ticket window to access SolutionsKeeper.
Select the Category (light blue circle), sub-Category (blue diamond), and then the
Request (square with dots) that is the closest match for the user's trouble.
Click on the Select button
If you cannot find a close match, select the Request type "Other"
Do NOT enter any text in the Request window

2. TROUBLE DESCRIPTION: Enter the details of the trouble as a Note
3. ASSIGN TO: If the trouble must be referred to a Help Desk managed queue (see Service
Queues under the Netkeeper section of this document), a Technician must be assigned
to the ticket. Other queues do not require a technician to be assigned.
II calls should always be assigned to Marvin
o All calls assigned to Marvin should be in the Tier II queue
o If you are unsure who will handle the call, assign it to yourself for later follow-up
o Tier

4. NOTE: Enter notes for the following.
o Detailed description of the trouble

You refer the ticket to another queue or resource: "Referred to [name of queue]
on [date and time]"
o Customer calls to follow up on an existing ticket
o After you have visited the customers desk, indicate if a Desktop Visit form was left
o All actions attempted to resolve the trouble
o

First Call Resolution

If a trouble is resolved while on the telephone with the customer, this is considered a
First Call Resolution. The definition is extended to include a resolution that occurs within
one hour of the initial call. This only applies to the Analyst who originally took the call.
Timbuktu Remote Control Session

If you believe you can better assist the caller by accessing their PC, use the following
script:
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"I would like to use our Remote Control tool to access your PC. If you have sensitive
documents open, please close them before we initiate this session."
Trouble with "Common Equipment"
Last update: 9/18/01

There is a variety of equipment that may not belong a specific user. The most common is
a Network Printer. Since all equipment should be in the Netkeeper database, a trouble
report on non-user specific hardware should be handled as follows:

1. Use the name of the person reporting the trouble as the CONTACT
2. Select the item being reported from the ASSET list
Replacement of Damaged, Broken or Stolen Hardware

There are situations where it is necessary to replace defective, lost or stolen hardware.
The Help Desk manager must approve all hardware disbursements.
In order to maintain an accurate inventory, the HD Analyst must write the new and old
serial numbers of the replaced hardware on the hard copy of the trouble ticket that is
returned to the Primary Telephone Support Representative. Additionally, Netkeeper
Express must be run, and all parts must be returned to the HD Manager.
If a new desktop or laptop is provided, Netkeeper Express must be run prior to delivery to
the client in order to capture the CPU configuration.
The TSR will make the appropriate Netkeeper entries.
Closing a Ticket
Last update: October 19, 2001

The Help Desk is responsible for closing all troubles in Netkeeper, including Tier III
referrals. Help Desk Analysts will close tickets in Netkeeper when they resolve the
problem on the first call, or when they have completed a customer callback.

The Primary TSR, Senior Analyst, HD Manager or Senior Manager will close all
other tickets. This includes RESOLVED tickets from Tier III, Tier II, and Desktop
Visit that have been resolved for more than one week.

The hard copy ticket should be submitted to the Telephone Support Representative and
the word CLOSED printed across the top in large letters. Also, note the time spent on
resolving the ticket. The checklist used to complete this repair should be stapled to the
ticket.
The following steps summarize the steps in Netkeeper to close a ticket:
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Select tab # 6, Resolution, on the bottom window of the ticket.
Enter the actual steps taken to resolve the problem
The time and day of the resolution
Time and day customer was notified of resolution (if different from resolution time)
Actual time spent resolving the trouble (round up to the quarter hour)
Change the queue to Closed
Change the Status to RESOLVED
Select the Close Call button
Enter the actual date and time of the resolution (do not let the system default
to the current date and time)
6. Do NOT send the Netkeeper E-mail, this is a future functionality
1.
o
o
o
o
2.
3.
4.
5.

Referral to Tier II or III
Last update: August 23, 2001

If a trouble cannot be resolved on the telephone, thus requiring a referral to another
resource, the following action is required:

1. Follow normal steps for opening new trouble ticket
2. Provide customer the SLA for their trouble report
3. Make a Note in the ticket as to the attempts made to resolve the trouble and why it
is being referred to the next Tier
4. Refer ticket to Tier II or appropriate Tier III Netkeeper Queue
5. If trouble is high priority, call the Tier II or III resource and then page the Tier II or
III resource, Liaison and manager (simultaneously)
o The escalation path for AS400 password resets and high priority troubles is:
Carmen, Jose (dial x3388), Laurie, Dan
6. If the trouble requires a password reset, first call and page the primary resource. If
there is no response within 10 minutes, call and page the Liaison, then the
manager, if necessary.
Caller is a Temporary or Consultant
If the caller reporting a trouble is not an AICPA permanent employee, create a new
contact record.

SLA Tracking Process
The HD Analyst who records the initial call must follow up on the progress of the call until
resolution:

1. Check the ticket prior to the expiration of the SLA interval (30 minutes to 1 hour). If
no status has been entered by the referred resource, follow-up with the assigned
resource, the Liaison and then the manager of the assigned group.
2. Call the customer back prior to the expiration of the SLA (regardless of whether the
resource is contacted), using the suggested script Referral: HD Update to
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Customer (HD S8)
3. If the Tier III resource, Liaison or manager cannot be contacted, escalate the
trouble to the Help Desk Manager.
Trouble Ticket Call Referral Process Summary
Last update: September 7, 2001

1. HD receives trouble call that cannot be resolved on the phone and must be
referred to Tier II or III (Tier II applies to Help Desk only).
2. HD tells the customer that they will receive a call from the assigned resource
within X hours (number of hours is based on the SLA for the trouble type).
3. HD refers the trouble to the Netkeeper Queue for the appropriate IT team. HD
will page the Technology Support Liaison, then manager if necessary, if the
trouble is a high priority. The ticket will indicate when a customer call is due
by.
4. The Help Desk will track the ticket until resolution.
5. The Technology Support Liaison will monitor the team queue for incoming
trouble referrals and assign tickets to team resources.
6. If the referred to team cannot resolve the trouble, it should be referred back
to the Help Desk Queue.
7. If the Tier III resource believes the Help Desk could have resolved the trouble,
they will resolve the ticket and then provide this ticket number to the Help
Desk manager.
8. The assigned Tier III resource will call the customer prior to the SLA
expiration and will also note this customer callback in Netkeeper.
9. If the trouble stays open for more than one day, the Tier III resource will
provide regular updates to the customer. All customer contacts must be
entered in Netkeeper.
10. When the trouble is resolved, the Tier III resource will call customer to
confirm resolution, change the ticket status in Netkeeper to resolved and
Queue the ticket to the Help Desk. The Help Desk will make a follow up call to
the customer and "close" the ticket.
11. The HD will provide regular reports to all IT managers of all open tickets and
missed SLA's.
Caller with New Request
If a customer calls the Help Desk to request NEW service, explain that their request is
not a repair and they must send an e-mail to IT Requests. Enter a ticket in Netkeeper
using the IT Request Category and close it immediately.

Critical System Outage
Last update: October 10, 2001

If you have been notified that a critical system is down, or degraded, the following steps
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must be followed:
1. Place telephone calls until you reach someone that can take ownership of the
problem:
o Manager of the system impacted
o Help Desk Manager
o Senior Managers
o IT Director
2. Page the same individuals, with a brief explanation of the problem and indicate who
has taken ownership.
3. Individual tickets must be opened in Netkeeper for each call, using the category
that most closely matches the problem reported. Each of these tickets must be
"queued" to the appropriate IT group. Change the due date to 24 hours later.
4. Do NOT use the OUTAGE category.
5. When the trouble is resolved, phone calls may be made to each caller or one e-mail
may be sent to all callers informing them of the resolution.
6. All individual trouble tickets must then be resolved and closed in Netkeeper, after
they are queued back to the Tier III Closed queue.

The System Management group will:
1. Be notified by the Help Desk Manager that there has been an outage
2. Notify the general staff via broadcast voice mail and/or e-mail
3. Record special message in front of the HD ACD Queue to inform callers of the
outage
4. Open one ticket using the OUTAGE category, and the appropriate sub-category
5. Close "outage" ticket in Netkeeper

The IT group responsible for the repair will:
1. Review all tickets with a similar problem to ensure that they are related to this
outage
2. Resolve one ticket and queue to Tier III Closed queue
3. For related tickets, the Tier III resource will simply re-queue to the Tier III Closed
queue. The Help Desk will resolve and close these tickets.

CRITICAL SYSTEM OWNER/CUSTOMER MATRIX TO BE INSERTED HERE
Customer not Available to Resolve Trouble
If the customer is on vacation, not available or does not respond to a request for a
desktop visit for more than two days, the ticket will be closed. Notify the customer via email using the following draft message that has been sent to each HD Analyst:

"The Information Technology Team has attempted to [schedule a desktop visit or contact
you for additional information] regarding ticket number XXXX. This ticket has been
closed. If the trouble continues to persist, please call the Help Desk and a new ticket will
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be opened."

Also:

1. Do NOT enter a resolution
2. Enter the appropriate Note
3. Refer the ticket to the Help Desk queue
Customer not Satisfied with Closed Ticket

If a customer calls to report that they are having the same problem that was on a recently
closed ticket, the Help Desk Analyst should open a new ticket and enter the original ticket
number in the Note field.

Call Priorities
Calls are to be prioritized in Netkeeper with the following numeric codes, which are
based on the customer Service Level Agreements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Critical System is down
Critical System is degraded
Critical user system is down
Non-critical system down or degraded
Non-critical user system down or degraded

9. Request is for a password reset

Repair Procedures and Guidelines
Software Version Upgrades

If the HD Analyst determines that upgrading the version of software may resolve the
reported trouble, the software must be retrieved from the server [provide path]. Under no
circumstances is the software to be loaded from a floppy or CD-Rom.
If the HD Analyst believes that a newer version than that on our server is required,
approval to secure and/or load this version must come from the Senior Analyst or HD
Manager.

Customer Callback Process
Last update: 10/9/01

The following explains the process and suggested scripts for the Customer Callback
Process.

The process begins by accessing the Tier III Closed or Tier II Closed queues to select
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tickets to make customer calls. Select the oldest ticket first, do not make calls to tickets
with the status of CALLBACK MADE, and do NOT make calls on tickets that you
resolved.
If the customer answers the phone, use the following script:

"This is [your name] from the IT Help Desk. I am calling regarding ticket number
xxxx, which was reported on [date]. (Provide a brief description of the problem) I
want to confirm that the problem was resolved to your satisfaction, and that you
are satisfied with the manner in which the trouble was handled."
If the customer is satisfied:

1. Enter a note that a callback was made and customer is satisfied. Include the date
and time of the call.
2. Change queue to Closed
3. Click on the Close Call button. Do NOT send the Netkeeper e-mail.
If the customer is not satisfied with the trouble resolution, take down the information
and inform the customer that someone will visit them within 4 hours to resolve the
trouble.

Change the ticket status to open
Change the due date and time to reflect the 4 hour commitment
Change the queue to the New Calls queue
Enter a note to indicate the customer's problem or comments. Include the date and
time of the call.
5. Print the ticket and submit to Sharese for SLA tracking

1.
2.
3.
4.

If the customer is satisfied with the trouble resolution, but NOT satisfied with the way it
was handled:
1. Take down the information and enter as a note in the ticket. Include the date and
time of the call.
2. Change queue to Closed
3. Click on the Close Call button. Do NOT send the Netkeeper e-mail.
4. Cut and paste the note into an e-mail and send to the Help Desk Manager. In the
subject line enter: UNSATISFIED CUSTOMER, TICKET NUMBER XXXX.

If you get the customers voice mail, leave the following message:

"This is [your name] from the IT Help Desk. I am calling regarding ticket number
xxxx, which was reported on [date]. (Provide a brief description of the problem) I
want to confirm that the problem was resolved to your satisfaction, and that you
are satisfied with the manner in which the trouble was handled. If you are not
satisfied, please call the Help Desk atx4357 and explain that your call is in
reference to ticket number xxxx"
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1. Make a note in the ticket indicating if you left a message. Include the date and
time.
2. Change the Status to Callback Made. After 24 hours it should be closed.
After 24 hours has expired, open the ticket to verify that the customer did not
callback to another HD Analyst. If the customer DID call back and was NOT satisfied,
simply make the appropriate entries on the Client Satisfaction Report. If the customer
DID call back and WAS satisfied, close the ticket and make the appropriate entries on
the Client Satisfaction Report.

If the customer did not call back:

1. Enter a note that the customer did not call back
2. Change queue to Closed
3. Click on the Close Call button. Do NOT send the Netkeeper e-mail.

If you are on telephone duty and receive a call from a customer call
regarding a ticket with a Callback Status, and they are satisfied, then simply
make a note in the ticket (the HD Analyst who first made the call will close the ticket).
If they are NOT satisfied:

The ticket status should be changed to open
Change the due date and time to reflect the 4 hour commitment
Change the queue to the New Calls queue
Enter a note to indicate the customer's problem or comments. Include the date and
time of the call.
5. Print the ticket and submit to Sharese for SLA tracking

1.
2.
3.
4.

ClientSatisfaction Report

This spreadsheet is used to track customer responses and the status of the callback. It is
a weekly report, and is to be submitted to the Help Desk Manager on the every Tuesday
morning (for the previous week's callbacks). This allows for the 24-hour period to expire
after the last call on the previous Friday.

REPORT FIELD DESCRIPTIONS & INSTRUCTIONS
TICKET #: enter the ticket number
HD Initials: Enter your initials
DATE: Enter the date the call was made or voice mail message left
TIME: Enter the time the call was placed
Did Cust Callbk: Enter the number 1 if the customer called the HD in response to
a callback message.
6. Satisfied, Not Satisfied: The next 4 columns are for tracking the customer's
feelings of satisfaction on the way IT handled the trouble and the way IT handled
the call. Enter the number 1 in at least two if these columns.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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7. Initial Contact: Enter the number 1 in the VM column if you leave a voice mail
message, or the Live column if you speak to the customer live.
8. 24 hrs: Place the number 1 here after 24 hours has expired - only on Callbacks
that resulted in a Voice Mail message being left.
9. Notes: Enter any customer comments or issues here.

KNET Support
Last update: August 9, 2001

KNET support is currently provided by the IT Help Desk and directly by the KM Team. The
Help Desk is enabled to change/reset user passwords - the KM Team performs all other
administration.
If a caller requests access to another team's KNET documents or folders, inform them to call
that team directly. They can find the appropriate team contact by accessing the Content
Coordinator list:

1. Click on the "Go To" button located in the upper right-hand corner
2. Select "Users and Groups"
3. Click on the drop-down arrow and change "User Last Name " to "Group Name"
and typing "CFN Content"
If a caller has a new KNET request, they should send it directly to the KNET e-mailbox.

Referral to KNET Tier III
If a caller reports a problem that cannot be resolved by Tier I, the ticket should be
queued to Tier II.

Tier II will refer the ticket to the KNET queue, and send notification to the KNET pager.

cpa2biz & Web Support
Last update: August 28, 2001

The AICPA Help Desk provides Tier II support for certain Web applications.

The following chart indicates the Help Desk support roles for each application and Web site:
INSERT CHART

For applications we are designated as Tier II support the following process applies:

1. Mem Sat should be the initial recipient of the call from the customer
2. If Mem Sat cannot help the customer, they will call the Help Desk using the Web Support
extension (xxxx)
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3. Mem Sat will speak to the HD Analyst without the customer bridged on the line.
4. Once the problem is explained, Mem Sat will bridge the customer on the line with the
Help Desk Analyst
If a Help Desk Analyst receives a call from a customer directly, or a transfer from Mem Sat, for
an application that we are not designated as Tier II support, the following process should be
followed:

1. If Mem Sat calls the Web Support number, explain that they are to follow their
established process for referring calls to CPA2BIZ.
2. If a customer calls directly, or is "blind" transferred from Mem Sat, try to help the
customer and open a ticket,

o Use the CPA2BIZ or AICPA.ORG contact from the contact database in Netkeeper.
Enter the callers name and telephone number in the contact window, under the
information for CPA2BIZ or AICPA.ORG
o Assign it to the CPA2BIZ queue
o Deliver a hard copy of the ticket to the Help Desk Manager.
CPA2BIZ Staff Support
The AICPA Information Technology team provides technology support for cpa2biz staff
for AS400 access and applications.

All trouble reports are supposed to be reported by the cpa2biz users to Jeff Smiley, who
will then forward it to Dan Coloprisco.
If the Help Desk receives a call direct from a cpa2biz employee, the Analyst should take
the trouble but inform the caller that they should report it to Jeff next time. The name
used for the ticket should be CPA2BIZ, CPA2BIZ (this is in the contact list). Assign the
ticket to the Tier II queue.

Definitions
Procedures
Opening up the Help Desk
1. Check Voice Mail box for KNET and Help Desk for trouble reports.

Closing the Help Desk
1. Verify that all HD Analysts have logged off the ACD.
Logging in to Netkeeper

At least 5 minutes prior to the start of your telephone shift you must log in to the
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Netkeeper Call Tracking System.

1. Click on the Netkeeper icon
2. Enter your initials and password
3. NEWS TICKER: Select TOOLS, and ANNOUNCMENTS. This must remain active for the
entire day.
ACD Login, Logout and Use
Last update: October 16, 2001

1. The following rules apply to logging in to the ACD:
must login at the start of each workday and logoff at the end of your official
workday.
o Log off prior to starting your lunch break and log in at the end of your lunch break.
o At least 5 minutes prior to the start of your telephone shift you must change to the
"available" mode by pressing the AVAIL button.
o Use the AUX-WORK button when not on telephone duty.
o You

2. ACD Login Procedure:
o Press the LOG-IN button on your telephone

o Using the keypad, enter your agent login ID (4 digits)
o Press the AVAIL button to make yourself available to take calls

3. Use the AUX-WORK button while performing post call activities, such as making entries
in Netkeeper.
4. ACD Logout Procedure:
o Press

the LOG-OUT button

Responsibilities while on Telephone Duty
Last update: October 10, 2001

The following is a high level summary of your responsibilities as a Telephone Support
Representative (TSR):
1. Answer, evaluate, and prioritize incoming telephone, voice mail, e-mail, and inperson requests for assistance from users experiencing problems with hardware,
software, networking, and other computer-related technologies.
2. Interview client to collect information regarding problem.
3. Lead user through diagnostic procedures to determine source of error.
4. Determine whether problem is caused by hardware such as modem, printer,
cables, or telephone.
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5. Handle problem recognition, research, isolation, resolution and follow-up for routine
user problems. Refer more complex problems to supervisor or technical staff.
6. Log and track calls using problem management database, and maintain history
records and related problem documentation.
The following rules apply to your time while functioning as a TSR:
1. Never walk away from your telephone while logged in and Available
2. Do not end your shift until you have confirmed that the next person is logged in and
available.
3. Stay in the Available mode for your entire shift.
4. If you must leave your desk, notify the primary Telephone Support Representative
(TSR).
5. Use the free time between active calls to:
■ Check tickets for SLA status. Attempt to contact the assigned resource or
team Liaison. Make customer calls to satisfy SLA.
■ Monitor HELP DESK and NEW CALLS queues, and take appropriate action.
■ Make customer callbacks (only if there is another HD Analyst logged in)
■ Complete required reports (daily work report, customer callback report)
■ Work on special projects

6. Always retrieve messages from the Voice Mail box as soon as you notice the
message waiting light is lit.
7. If the queue light is on, the time in queue can be determined by pressing the queue
light button. If a call queues while you are on a call, make every attempt to end the
call quickly. Be sure to get the necessary information from the caller and provide
them a ticket number. Of course, always be polite, and don't rush the caller or tell
them that you have to take another call.

Responsibilities while off Telephone Duty
When not on telephone duty each Analyst has a variety of responsibilities, which should
be attended to in the following order of priority:

1. Complete assigned repairs
2. Complete assigned Requests
3. Work on special projects

If a Help Desk Analyst is at their desk while performing these other tasks, they
should always monitor the Queue light. If a call is in queue, the Help Desk Analyst
must log in and take the call.

Voice Mail Callbacks
Last update: September 7, 2001
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Customers who leave a message on the Help Desk voice mail must be called back within
30 "business" minutes of their call. The received time of the call is determined by
pressing 2, 3 in Audix. The Voice Mail Message Report must be used by each Analyst to
track these calls. The time the call was received and the time the customer was called
must be entered. This Report must be submitted to the primary Telephone Support
Representative each Monday by noon.

Desktop visit Form
The Desktop Visit form is to be left at a customer's desk each time you visit them whether for a repair or a request - and they are not present. Your name must be typed on
the top of the form. Under no circumstances are you to leave a form without your name
on it.
Irate Customer
The following are suggested methods for handling irate customers.

1. If a caller is dissatisfied with your handling of their call, escalate the trouble to the
HD Manager as soon as you realize that you cannot satisfy their concerns or
complaint
2. If a caller is dissatisfied with a trouble resolution, use the following script and
provide the ticket number to the HD Manager: 7 am sorry your trouble was not
resolved to your satisfaction. I will escalate your trouble to the Help Desk Manager
for immediate attention. He will call you shortly.”
Executive Support
If a call is received from an employee on the Executive Support List, the trouble ticket
should be assigned a priority level 1, and referred immediately to Tier II. Call or page Tier
II, then the Help Desk Manager until you reach someone who will own the ticket.

Executive Support List (insert list or I ink here)
Documenting Trouble Resolution Routines
Each time an Analyst encounters a trouble for which there is no documented resolution,
or the trouble has additional means of being resolved, the Analyst should e-mail the
ticket number to the Help Desk Manager.

Laptop Repairs

IT Request Process
Last update: 9/24/01

The Help Desk satisfies users requests for new service in addition to repairs. The IT Request
Process is managed by the System Management team who receives requests from our
customers and then distributes these requests to the appropriate internal IT groups for
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completion.

Process Summary
The following policies and procedures apply to the Help Desk for this process:
1. The Primary Telephone Support Representative (TSR) will receive the request from
the IT Request Coordinator in the Help Desk e-mail box.
2. The TSR will copy the entire e-mail message and paste into the Help Desk IT
Request form.
3. If the request requires more information to be completed, the TSR will call the
customer. If a voice mail is left, or the customer must reply later with the necessary
information, the request will be placed in the Pending Information folder.
4. Each request will be placed in a folder for each HD Analyst.
5. The TSR will assign requests to Help Desk Analysts as soon as they are received,
but no sooner than seven days prior to the due date.
6. Orders received more than seven days prior to the due date will be filed in the
PENDING ASSIGNMENT folder.
7. Help Desk Analysts must complete requests in the order in which they are dated
unless instructed otherwise by the TSR, Senior Analyst or Help Desk Manager.
8. If the customer is available when the work is completed, the customer will be asked
to sign the Request form. If they are not available, the Desktop Visit form will be
left.
9. The Help Desk Analyst will return the completed Request form, including checklists
and serial numbers when applicable, to the TSR after the work is complete. Fields
on the form to be completed are: Time Spent (total time spent completing this
request), Complete Date, Complete Time.
10. The TSR will reply to the original e-mail from IT Request providing the time and
date the work was completed as well as the time spent to complete the request.
11. The TSR will file completed work orders in folders in the Help Desk archive
credenza.
The TSR will maintain the following folders:

o
o
o
o

Folders for each Help Desk Analyst
Pending Information
Pending Assignment
Complete

HD Analyst Responsibilities
1. Use appropriate checklist for the type of installation service provided
2. Survey the job and/or contact the requestor or user prior to the due date to ensure that
you have all the requirements, hardware and software necessary to complete the job.
3. Netkeeper Express must be run when any hardware or software is added or removed.
Serial numbers for added or removed equipment must be written on the form.
4. Staple the checklist to the IT Request Form when it is returned to the TSR.
5. Staple to the IT Request Form the form the customer signs to take receipt of new
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hardware.
6. All forms for a completed IT Request must be returned to the TSR prior to departing at
the end of the day.
Laptop and Desktop Moves and Installations

1. Check the network connection in advance of the move or installation using a laptop.
2. For laptop moves, leave a tested patch cable plugged in to the working jack and draped
over the desk or credenza.
3. Leave a Desktop Visit form.
4. A Netkeeper Express inventory must be performed on all PCs and Laptops
configured. Use the login name "netinventory" and password "aicpa" on all NJ and
Ewing PCs. Do not login as yourself on the client's PC.
5. HD Analysts will note, on the IT Request Form, the serial number of the hardware
(including mouse, keyboard, monitor, docking station, all non-standard hardware and
software) installed, as well as, the new location or user name for the hardware.
Workstation number and wiring jack number must also be provided.

Miscellaneous
Support Tiers
TIER
Tier 1

Tier II

Tier III

TEAM
Help Desk Telephone
Support
Help Desk Desktop
Support
Other IT Teams, or
Department Teams

IT Team Contacts
TEAM
E-MAIL
Distributed Systems networkservices

Systems
as400
Programming
Telecommunications telecom

Lotus Notes

telecom

AS400
Administration
AS400 Operations

as400

as400

LIAISON
Tony
Cornette
Carmen
Hidalgo
Wendy
Jones
Raylene
Panebianco
Carmen
Hidalgo
Carmen

MANAGER
Tarron
Weir
Kevin
Gately
Burt Hoyt
Burt Hoyt

Dan
Coloprisco
Dan
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Management
Help Desk
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Coloprisco
Hidalgo
systemmanagement Julia Perez John
Cullen
Gerry
helpdesk
Sharese
Hynes
Agada

HD Staff Schedule
Ticket Turnover prior to Vacation

Prior to leaving the office before a vacation (day, or longer), all pending tickets must be
turned over to the Senior Analyst.
Telephone Schedule

HD Responsibility Matrix
Executive List

Netkeeper
Service Queues
Last update: October 19, 2001

1. AS400
TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II. All troubles related to AS400
access or applications are referred here.

LIAISON: Carmen Hidalgo
2. LOTUS NOTES

TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.

LIAISON: Raylene Panebianco
3. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
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PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.
LIAISON: Julia Perez
4. SYSTEM PROGRAMMING

TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: The AS400 Liaison refers tickets to this queue that are
referred to the AS400 queue by the Help Desk.

LIAISON: Kevin Gately
5. TELECOM
TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.

LIAISON: Wendy Jones
6. ONLINE

TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.
LIAISON: Hal Clark

7. NETWORK SERVICES

TYPE: IT Tier III Group Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.

LIAISON: Tony Cornette
8. HELPDESK

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: Tier II and III resources refer tickets to this queue that
require further action by the Help Desk such as routing to another
queue.
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LIAISON: Sharese Agada
9. TIER II

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk Telephone Support Representatives refer tickets
to this queue that cannot be resolved on the telephone. This queue will
only be used for tickets referred to Marvin.

LIAISON: Marvin Walcott

10. DESKTOP VISIT
TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk Analysts refers tickets to this queue that require
a visit to the user - either by the Analyst that initially took the call, or an
Analyst assigned by Marvin or Sharese.

LIAISON: Marvin Walcott
11. CLOSED

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that have been
Closed. ALL Closed tickets should reside in this queue

LIAISON: Primary Telephone Support Representative
12. NEW CALLS

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: IT staff refers tickets to this queue when they enter a new
ticket on behalf of a customer.

LIAISON: Primary Telephone Support Representative
13. TIER III CLOSED

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue
PURPOSE: Tier III resources refer tickets to this queue that have been
resolved.

LIAISON: Primary Telephone Support Representative
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14. CLOSED TIER II

TYPE: Help Desk managed Queue

PURPOSE: Tier II resources refer tickets to this queue that have been
resolved.
LIAISON: Primary Telephone Support Representative
15. KNET

TYPE: Queue managed by the KM Team
PURPOSE: Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.

LIAISON: Tim Henry
16. AUDIT to IT

TYPE: Queue managed by the IT IAS group
PURPOSE: The Audit Team refers tickets to this queue that require
action by IT.

LIAISON: Dan Coloprisco
17. IT TO AUDIT

TYPE: Queue managed by the Audit Team
PURPOSE: IT refers tickets for review by the Audit Team to this queue.

LIAISON: George Durk
18. MEMSAT[not currently active]

TYPE: Queue managed by the Member Satisfaction Team
PURPOSE: Mem Sat uses this queue to organize the tickets they
generate and resolve.

LIAISON: Alex Mancuso
19. IT to MEMSAT[not currently active]

TYPE: Queue managed by the Member Satisfaction Team
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PURPOSE: IT Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.
LIAISON: Alex Mancuso

20. CPA2BIZ to MEMSAT[not currently active]
TYPE: Queue managed by the Member Satisfaction Team
PURPOSE: CPA2BIZ refers tickets to this queue when an issue is
resolved, or for further Mem Sat action.

LIAISON: Alex Mancuso
21. IT to CPA2BIZ [not currently active]
TYPE: Queue managed by CPA2BIZ
PURPOSE: IT Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.
LIAISON:

22. NEWCALLS CPA2BIZ[not currently active]

TYPE: Queue managed by CPA2BIZ
PURPOSE: IT Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.

LIAISON:
23. CPA2BIZ CLOSED[not currently active]

TYPE: Queue managed by CPA2BIZ
PURPOSE: IT Help Desk refers tickets to this queue that cannot be
resolved on the telephone or by Tier II.
LIAISON:

Queue Management
The queues managed by the Help Desk will be monitored daily by the Primary TSR for new
tickets that require action to satisfy a customer trouble report. When time permits, these tickets
will be reviewed for quality and forwarded to the Help Desk Manager for individual coaching
sessions. Resolved tickets are also randomly selected for customer callbacks to verify
satisfaction. All Resolved tickets must be moved to the Closed queue on a daily basis, but no
less than weekly.
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NETKEEPER TRAINING MANUAL
Insert link to Netkeeper manual

TECHNICAL ADMINISTRATION
E-mail
Notes Password Reset
1.

Telecommunications
Voice Mail Password Reset

1.

Network Services
LAN Password Reset
1. Iks

KNET
1. Password reset

AS400
1. Password reset

Miscellaneous Tasks
Patching Procedures
1. zac

TROUBLESHOOTING
Telecommunications
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E-mail

Internet access
All AICPA sites are provided access to the Internet for Web Browsing via communications links
to Exodus.

Exodus Trouble Report Procedure
1. Support Number: 877-393-7878
2. Customer Number:
3. An authorized name and password must be provided in order for Exodus to take the
trouble report. (john scott, 3898)

Desktop Software
Client Access - AS400
All users access the AS400 using Client Access software loaded on their PC. The software
communicates to the AS400 via a dedicated Communications Gateway server located in the
LAN cage.

Common Error Messages
• CWBSY100 Communications Error

Peer Review

POLICIES
End User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

E-mail
Browsing
Voice Mail
Telephone
Cell Phone
Pager
Calling Card
Telecommuter
Audio Conference
Video Conference
CompuServe
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12. PERSONAL COMPUTER
o No user may load ANY software on AICPA machines
o All user data files must be saved in xxx directory, which allows for the remote
updating of software by IT

13. Hardware:
o

14. Network Printers
o These printers are not to be relocated with individual users.

15. skd

IT
1. Trouble ownership
2. Software deployment: no IT staff should maintain ANY software CD's

BEST PRACTICES
Personal Computer
Computer Password and Shutdown
• You should shut off your computer when leaving to go home (in the event that software
needs to be pushed down or your PC needs to be configured)
• You should password protect your computer when leaving your workstation

E-mail

Telecommunications

IT CUSTOMER SATISFACTION PROCESSES
IT Team Technology Support Liaison Responsibilities
Each IT Team manager will assign a Liaison to manage the team's interaction with the Help
Desk. The Liaison is responsible for the following:

1. Monitor team mailbox for new trouble referrals
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2. Assign troubles to appropriate team resource
3. Follow up on status of open tickets
4. Provide feedback to Help Desk while ticket is open and upon closure
Once the Pilot Phase has been completed the Liaison's role will be reduced to the following:
1. Function as a liaison to the Help Desk by attending weekly meetings, coaching peers on
effective ticket writing, etc.
2. Serve as a second point of contact in the referral process from the Help Desk to Tier III.

Critical System Outage Procedures
As soon as they become aware of an outage, Tier III groups will:
1. Notify the Help Desk: call 4357, or call/page Gerry Hynes
2. The Help Desk will notify the System Management group

The System Management group will:
1. Be notified by the Help Desk Manager that there has been an outage
2. Notify the general staff via broadcast voice mail and/or e-mail
3. Record special message in front of the HD ACD Queue to inform callers of the
outage
4. Open one ticket using the OUTAGE category, and the appropriate sub-category
5. Close "outage" ticket in Netkeeper
The IT group responsible for the repair will:

1. Review all tickets with a similar problem to ensure that they are related to this outage
2. Resolve one ticket and queue to Tier III Closed queue
3. For related tickets, the Tier III resource will simply re-queue to the Tier III Closed queue.
The Help Desk will resolve and close these tickets.

PROCESSES
Telecommuting Setup
1. DSL
2. Notes
3. Remote Access (Winframe/VPN)

Equipment & Software Provisioning
Customer Process
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1. NEW DESKTOP, LAPTOP, PRINTER: Customer must have an allocation available in the
budget approved by the Finance Team for the current fiscal year.
o Issue request to IT Requests, with Director or VP approval.

Desk will evaluate validity of request and available allocation.
o Equipment will be provided from new stock, or ordered by Help Desk if not in stock.
o AICPA standards allow one computer per employee - desktop or laptop - unless a
valid justification is approved by IT.
o Help

2. HARDWARE LIFECYCLE UPGRADE:

The Help Desk will consider replacing a computer if it has been fully depreciated,
and it no longer satisfies the needs of the user - as determined by IT.
o The request may be initiated by the customer or by the Help Desk in response to
trouble calls for poor performance, or as a part of a formal replacement program.
o

3. HARDWARE PERFORMANCE UPGRADE:

a computer if it has been fully depreciated,
and it no longer satisfies the needs of the user - as determined by IT.
o The Help Desk will consider upgrading (RAM, Hard Drive) a computer if it no longer
satisfies the needs of the user - as determined by IT.
o The Help Desk will consider replacing

4. SOFTWARE ORDERS:

Customers must issue a Purchase Requisition via Infinium if they wish to order
Non-standard software. An request must also be issued to IT Requests to have the
software installed
o Requests for Standard software must be made via an IT Request.
o Refer to the Hardware/Software Standard section of this manual for a list of
software.
o

Computer Training Room Support
Reserving the Training Room

Reservations for use of the Computer Training Room on the third floor of the Harborside
Building can be made via the IT Request Process. [ Human Resources, Member
Satisfaction and IT are usually the only teams to reserve this room.]
1. Send e-mail to IT Requests mailbox, and provide the following information:

Requestor name and telephone number
o Dates and times required
o
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o Purpose: Course name

Software required
o Special requirements
o Trainer name and telephone number

o

2. Help Desk will maintain the room schedule.
3. Requestor may call xxxx to discuss special requirements or any other issue.

Help Desk Responsibilities
1. Maintain the schedule for the room.
2. Work with the requestor to confirm that the appropriate software is loaded.
3. Maintain the computer equipment in working order and with the latest software versions
and patches. Check equipment before and after each course.
4. Meet with the trainer prior to the course to confirm software requirements.
5. Maintain physical security room
6. Provide schedule to the Receptionist, ???
7. Provide list of authorized personnel to the Receptionist

Hardware & Software Configuration
The training room will be equipped with 14 workstations with the following configuration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dell,
mb Ram
Windows 2000 Operating System
Applications Software:
XXXX printer will be provided, with each PC mapped to this printer
Internet access is available from each machine, with no restrictions????

Training Room Guidelines
1.
2.
3.
4.

No drinks or food on worktables?
No changes to hardware installation.
Instructor will lock doors at the end of the day.
The third floor Receptionist will maintain a key and open the door for authorized
personnel only.

Inventory Management
Last update: 10/11/01

Netkeeper will be used to maintain an up to date inventory of all technology equipment
managed by IT. A complete manual inventory, including serial numbers, was completed in
August, 2001.
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The inventory process starts with the entering of all hardware and software received using the
Purchase Order function in Netkeeper. Once the item is in stock, it can be assigned to a user,
where it will remain associated until changed to inventory or another user in the future. The
following is a summary of the process for maintaining the inventory database:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Order is placed through Purchasing, via Infinium, by customer or IT
All hardware and software is delivered to IT
Help Desk enters details of order in Netkeeper Purchasing function (Purchase Order).
When the order arrives, IT enters serial numbers in the PO
When an Item is required by a user, it is "assigned" to that user in Netkeeper. This
decrements the number of Items in the PO and moves it to the user's record.
Instructions for Entering Purchase Order

[SEE NETKEEPER INSTRUCTIONS - SEPARATE DOCUMENT]
List of Hardware to be Tracked

PC's
Laptop PC's
Monitors
Keyboards
Mouse's
NIC Cards
RAM
Hard Drives
Zip Drives
Modems
Printers
Scanners
CD-ROM's
Miscellaneous cables

o Desktop
o

o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o

Netkeeper Field Definitions/Uses
1. CATALOG ITEM (Select: purchasing, inventory): One entry for each model of
equipment or software ordered and installed/received.
o

SYNTAX for naming catalog items: [English description], [item description as it
appears on the invoice or delivery slip]

2. ASSETS: This is a list of each instance of the CATALOG ITEM. For example, there may
be 30 HP 5 printers. There would be one CATALOG ITEM for the HP 5, and then 30
instances for the printers that are installed at a workstation or are in inventory as spare.
3. PRINTER QUEUE: Used to enter the Printer Queue name for networked printers.
4. MAINT. DEPT: This field contains a list of all AICPA department numbers. An ASSET will
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be assigned to a department if the ASSET is shared, or common. The Workstation
number should be entered after the department number is selected. E.g. 038 WS3034.
5. RESPONSIBLE: Select the user name.
6. ASSIGN TO: Select the user name.
IT Requests and Netkeeper Tickets

All hardware must be accounted for in Netkeeper. Each item must be associated with a
contact record - a user name, or a special record used to track unassigned hardware.
The records will be updated by the Primary TSR.

will
note on the Netkeeper Ticket, or IT Request Form, the serial number of the
damaged or old part, and the serial number of the replacement or added part. HD
Analysts must also note a new location or user name for equipment.
o An entry must be made in Netkeeper if the following hardware is added, deleted,
replaced or moved: Monitor, keyboard, mouse, docking station, hard drive,
memory, floppy drive, any other external hardware
o A Netkeeper Inventory must be performed on all PCs and Laptops configured.
Use the login name "netinventory" and password "aicpa" on all NJ and Ewing
PCs. Do not login as yourself on the client's PC.
o HARDWARE RELOCATIONS, REPLACEMENTS or ADDITIONS: HD Analysts

Tracking Obsolete, Unsalvagable and Stolen Hardware

A spreadsheet will be maintained to track all hardware that is removed from inventory.
The key fields are: IT Request or Netkeeper ticket number, item description, date of
removal.

Storage Areas
1. LIBRARY STORAGE ROOM: Used to store large items that are less prone to theft. E.g.
monitors, printers
2. TICKET STORAGE ROOM: More common items stored here. E.g. CPU's,
3. HELP DESK MANAGER'S OFFICE: Laptops and small parts (mouse, RAM)

Stock Management
Assign new, unused inventory to a special Contact: Help Desk, Inventory

1. Spare Equipment Levels
o Desktop Computers: Maintain x PC's with minimum configuration (xx Processor, XX
Disk Drive, XX RAM)
o Laptop Computers:
2. zjkcs
Stolen or Lost Equipment
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The Help Desk will replace lost or stolen PC's and printers. The following action is
required:

1. E-mail a report to Irene Kassimis, who will file the appropriate Police and insurance
reports
2. Add item to the Obsolete Equipment spreadsheet
3. Delete the instance of this Catalog Item from Netkeeper

Compuserve

Domain Registration
Critical System Failure Notification Process
Process Summary
o Record message in front of HD greeting (click here to go to detailed instructions)
o Broadcast e-mail

voice mail: cancel in Audix after trouble resolved
o Notify key Customer Stakeholders
o Notify key IT staff: Tom Nolan, System Owner, System Manager
o Broadcast

AS400 Outage or Access Problem
The following stakeholders must be notified as soon as possible.

1. Member Satisfaction: Ron Hynek (x3441), Mary Conte (x3109), Vinny Aiello (x3113)
2. Finance/Accounting: Tom Haller (x3321), Johnnie Middleton (x3468),

Critical System Failure Escalation Process

STANDARDS - Hardware & Software
Last update: 10/8/01

Acceptable use
This section defines the boundaries for the "acceptable use" of the company's electronic
resources, including software, hardware devices and network systems. Hardware devices,
software programs and network systems purchased and provided by the AICPA are to be used
only for creating, researching and processing company-related materials. By using the
AICPA's hardware, software and network systems you assume personal responsibility for their
appropriate use and agree to comply with this policy and other applicable company policies, as
well as city, state, and federal laws and regulations.

Software
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All software acquired for or on behalf of the AICPA or developed by AICPA employees or
contract personnel on behalf of the AICPA is and shall be deemed AICPA property. All such
software must be used in compliance with applicable licenses, notices, contracts and
agreements.
Purchasing

All requests for corporate software must be submitted to the budget administrator for that
department who will issue a Purchase Requisition via Infinium. The Information
Technology Team is on the approval routing for these Purchase Requisitions and will
determine if the software requested is the best solution and meets AICPA standards.
Licensing
Each employee is individually responsible for reading, understanding and following all
applicable licenses, notices, contracts and agreements for software that he or she uses
or seeks to use on company computers. Unless otherwise provided in the applicable
license, notice, contract or agreement, any duplication of copyrighted software, except for
backup and archival purposes, may be a violation of federal and state law. In addition to
violating such laws, unauthorized duplication of software is a violation of the AICPA's
Software/Hardware Policy.
Standard Software

The following is a list of the standard suite of software installed on company computers
that is fully supported by the Information Technology Team:
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Microsoft Office 97/2000 (Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and FrontPage)
Microsoft Access (Runtime version only)
Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.x or higher
Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.x or higher
WinZip 8.0
Lotus Notes
KnowledgeNET
Network Client
AS/400 (Client Access)
Citrix WinFrame
OS 98, 2000, NT (as needed)
Macintosh (printing)
Norton Antivirus
NetKeeper (view functionality only)
Fax Server
Timbuktu (remote takeover tool)
PC Anywhere
Scanners (hardware and software)
Web applications
Adaptec Software
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FTP software (WSFTP)
Palm Software
Breeze
Ghost
Card Scan
Showcase Strategy
Laptops only: Dial-up ISP and company VPN access

Standard Software - Additional Cost
The following lists the software that may be installed on company computers that is fully
supported by the Information Technology Team; however, this software must be
purchased through the normal purchasing process:

Microsoft Project
o Microsoft Visio
o Microsoft Publisher
o

Non-Standard Software
Employees needing software other than those programs listed above must request such
software from the Information Technology Team. Each request will be considered on a
case-by-case basis in conjunction with the software-purchasing section of this policy. All
requests must be submitted to the IT Request e-mailbox.

Software Policy
• All documents must be saved on your network drive (required for standard back-ups)
• Unauthorized software must not be installed on AICPA equipment
• AICPA reserves the right to randomly look at your PC to audit what you have installed
and are running
• Use of unauthorized software is in violation of AICPA regulations. Software products
used on AICPA computing systems MUST be licensed for use by AICPA and approved
by the Information Technology Team. Violation of Vendor Copyright protection is a
Federal Offense, is NOT permitted, may be grounds for dismissal and may result in
criminal prosecution.
• AICPA does not permit illegal copying of vendor software. If you have need for a backup
copy of a vendor product check the copyright statement in the product documentation or
when in doubt contact the Information Technology Team (x4357) for assistance.

Hardware
All hardware devices acquired for or on behalf of the AICPA or developed by AICPA
employees or contract personnel on behalf of the AICPA is and shall be deemed AICPA
property. All such hardware devices must be used in compliance with applicable licenses,
notices, contracts and agreements.
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Purchasing

All requests for computer hardware - other than new Desktops, Laptops or printers - must
be submitted to the budget administrator for that department who will issue a Purchase
Requisition via Infinium. The requesting team must have budget money available. The
Information Technology Team is on the approval routing for these Purchase Requisitions
and will determine if the hardware requested is the best solution, has a valid business
justification and meets AICPA standards.
A request must be submitted to IT Requests e-mailbox for new Desktops, Laptops and
printers.
Hardware Standards

The following list shows the standard hardware configuration for company computers
(excluding test computers) that are fully supported by the information technology
department:
o Any AICPA

issued peripheral

o Desktops
o Laptops
o Monitors

Monitors will be provided for both desktop and laptop systems.
o 17-inch or 19-inch monitor, depending on job requirements
o Printers
o Employees will be given access to appropriate network laser printers. In some
limited cases, employees may be given local printers if deemed necessary by the
Information Technology Team or requesting team head.
o

Employees needing computer hardware other than what is stated above must request
such hardware from the Information Technology department. Each request will be
considered on a case-by-case basis in conjunction with the hardware-purchasing section
of this policy. If approved, a Purchase Requisition must be issued via Infinium.

Outside equipment
No outside equipment may be plugged into the company's network without the
Information Technology Team's permission.

HELP DESK MANAGEMENT
Daily Tasks
1. Conduct daily meeting every morning
2. Monitor at least 2 calls per day
3. Check ACD login report at beginning and end of day
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4. Monitor ACD real time reports continuously
5. Monitor Netkeeper Queues
6. Monitor SLA tracking process

Non-Daily Tasks
1. Conduct "mock" calls with each analyst periodically for training purposes
2.

Netkeeper Monitoring
Real Time Monitoring
1. Split/Skill Report: Run throughout the day for KNET, BTI Web Support and Helpline to
monitor overall status of these skills simultaneously.
2. Skill Status - Helpline: This report shows detailed status, by agent, for the Help Desk.
3.

Historical Reports
1. Split/Skill Summary Interval - HELPLINE: Run this report periodically throughout the
day to monitor half hour performance and to spot intra-day trends.

Telephone Monitoring
Agent Logins
NAME
Agada

LOGIN
7058

EXTENSION

Hall
Pasia
Scotto
Walcott
Scott
Hynes

7062
7047
7057
5838
7145

3810
3217
3233
3438
3320
3470

Cullen

7037

3111

Real Time Monitoring
1. Split/Skill (BTI Web Support, KNET, Helpline)
2. Skill Status (only one skill at a time)

Historical Reports
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1. Split/Skill Summary Interval
2. Agent Login/Logout (Skill)

Analyst Performance Monitoring
SLA Follow Up

The HD Analyst who takes a call is responsible ensuring that the customer is contacted
within the SLA.
Tier II Response
The HD Analysts' response to customers within the SLA must be tracked for performance
feedback to Analyst.

Analyst Training
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Class onsite
Class offsite
WBT
Cross training
Netkeeper, AS400, Notes, KNET,
Operations Manual: Processes, scripts

Customer Management
Managing Repeat Callers

Some of clients take advantage of the services provided by the Help Desk by not
sufficient learning the technology they need to perform their tasks. The following
describes how we can identify these users and work with the user and their manager to
reduce these calls.
1. POLICY: The Service Level Agreement established with our

Telephone System Configuration
Our customers can reach the Help Desk by dialing 4357 from the NY and NJ locations. Access
from the outside is via 800-887-8734. Callers will hear an Auto Attendant with the following
options:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Press 1 for Member Satisfaction
Press 2 for the Help Desk
Press 3 for Telecommunications
Press 4 for KNET

Call Treatment Summary - Help Desk
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Dedicated numbers have been established for User technology support:

Internal: extension 4357 (HELP), option 2
External: 800-887-8734
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ring 3 seconds
[system failure announcement x7356- approx 10 seconds]
Ring 6 seconds
If no agents staffed, go to voice mail
Queue to Help Desk (skill 90)
Help Desk first message, 7 seconds (8903)
Music, 20 seconds
Help Desk second message with voice mail option, 7 seconds (8905)
Music 45 seconds
Return to step 8

Call Treatment Summary - KNET

Dedicated numbers have been established for KNET support:
Internal: extension 4357, option 4
External: 888-437-3277

ACD Queue Messages

HELP DESK FIRST MESSAGE (8903) last update: 7/16/01, J. Cullen
"Thank you for calling the AICPA Help Desk. All of our representatives are currently
assisting other callers. Please hold for the next available representative."
HELP DESK SECOND MESSAGE (8905) last update: 7/16/01, J. Cullen
"We apologize for the delay. If you would like to leave a voice mail message, press 1.
Otherwise, stay on the line for the next available representative."
Emergency Announcements

If there is a major outage, an announcement can be recorded that will be played to
callers as soon as they press option 2 (or 4 for KNET) from the Auto Attendant. If they
disconnect prior to the next announcement, this will NOT be counted as an abandoned
call in the CMS reports.
Help Desk Announcement Number: 7356
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KNET Announcement Number: 7357

Voice Mail

After a caller has been in queue for approximately 35 seconds, they will be offered the
opportunity to leave a voice mail message. If a message is left for the Help Desk, a
Message Waiting lamp will light on each HD Analysts telephone. Messages for KNET
and Help Desk can be retrieved by logging into Audix with appropriate extension.
Help Desk Voice Mail extension: 7272

KNET Voice Mail extension: 5638
Help Desk Voice Mail Greeting (7272) last update: 7/16/01, J Cullen
"Our Help Desk is available to assist all AICPA staff with technology related issues during
regular business hours Monday through Friday. At the tone please leave your name,
extension and a brief description of your issue. A Help Desk team member will call you
back as soon as possible with a log number"

KNET Voice Mail Greeting (5638)

last update: 7/16/01, J. Cullen

"Welcome to the AICPA KNET Help Desk. Our hours of operation are 9 am to 5 pm
Monday through Friday, Eastern Standard Time. Please leave a detailed message after
the tone, with a reach number including area code. A technician will return your call
promptly. Thank you for calling and have a nice day."

Call Management System

NETKEEPER MANAGEMENT

APPENDIX I - HELP DESK FORMS
1. IT Desktop Visit Form
2. Customer Hardware Acceptance Form
3.
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